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Abstract
As part of the UniDive shared-task, I am co-leading an effort to amend dependency parsing data to make it
independent of word boundary. This will allow natural treatment of many low-resource poly-synthetic language as
well as making existing UD tree-banks more parallel across languages. While most of the morpho-syntactic data for
the shared-task will come from relatively minor extension of existing data in several languages, we also want to
construct new tree-banks directly in a morpho-syntactic form. Being new to tree-bank construction, attending the
training school will help me close that gap and be more involved in creating the data for the shared-task.
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1. Motivation

Words have long been an essential concept in the
definition of treebanks in Universal Dependencies
(UD; de Marneffe et al., 2021), since the first stage
in their construction is delimiting words in the lan-
guage at hand. This is done due to the common
view in theoretical linguistics of words as the divid-
ing line between syntax, the grammatical module
of word combination, and morphology, that is word
construction (e.g., Dixon and Aikhenvald, 2002).

However, delimiting syntactically relevant words
gets exponentially more complicated the less isolat-
ing languages are. Thus, this operation, which is as
simple as breaking the text on white spaces for En-
glish, is borderline impossible for polysynthetic lan-
guages, in which a single word may be composed
of several lexemes that have predicate-argument
relations. This reflects the fact that despite the pre-
sumed role of words in contemporary linguistics,
there is no consensus on a coherent cross-lingual
definition of words (Haspelmath, 2011).

The project presented here presents the ongoing
effort to redefine morpho-syntactic data and tasks
to naturally apply to a set of languages that is as
universal as possible. In line with previous theo-
retic (Tesnière, 1959; Anderson, 1992) and practi-
cal works (Nivre et al., 2022; Goldman and Tsarfaty,
2022), we suggest defining the content-function
boundary to differentiate “morphological” from “syn-
tactic” elements. In our morpho-syntactic data
structure, content words are represented as sep-
arate nodes on a dependency graph, even if they
share a whitespace-separated word, and both func-
tion words and morphemes contribute morphology-
style features to characterize the nodes.

We will thus avoid (most) theoretical debates on
word boundaries, and solve much of the word seg-
mentation inconsistencies that occur in UD, either

across languages1 or across treebanks of the same
language.2 Morpho-syntactic data will be more in-
clusive towards languages that are currently treated
unnaturally, most prominently noun-incorporating
languages. Morpho-syntactic models will be able
to parse sentences in more languages and enable
better cross-lingual studies.

2. The Resource

The resource we intend to create in this project is a
set of morpho-syntactic treebanks. In practice, the
difference with the existing UD schema is relatively
mild. As can be seen in Table 1 for an Engilsh
example, we will amend the CoNLL-U file format
to include MS-features only for content words. In-
cluding all nodes while ignoring the MS-features
will result in a regular dependency graph, while ig-
noring all nodes without MS-features will result in
a morpho-syntactic tree for this task.

Given this schema, the annotation process is ex-
pected to be substantially different for languages
with existing UD treebanks and for languages we
would like to annotate anew, mostly polysynthetic
languages that will demonstrate the superiority of
our schema. For languages with preexisting UD
treebanks we will amend the CoNLL-U files to in-
clude MS-features only for content words. These
features will be annotated mostly automatically from
current morphological features and function words.
However, for languages with no UD data, the anno-
tation process will have to relay on other sources
or start from an absolute tabula rasa.

1E.g., Japanese is treated as isolating and Korean as
agglutinative, although they are very similar typologically.

2E.g., the different treebanks for Hebrew segment and
attribute different surface forms for clitics.



ID Form Lemma POS Feats Head DepRel MS-Feats
1 you you PRON Nom,2,Sing 4 nsubj Nom,2,Sing
2 will will AUX Fin 4 aux
3 not not PART Neg 4 advmod
4 go go VERB Inf 0 root Fin,Ind,Fut,Neg
5 because because SCONJ - 9 mark
6 you you PRON Nom,2,Sing 9 nsubj Nom,2,Sing
7 were be AUX Fin,Ind,Past,2,Sing 9 cop
8 my my PRON Gen,1,Sing 9 nmod:poss Gen,1,Sing
9 student student NOUN Sing 4 advcl:because Sing,Ind,Past

Table 1: An example of a CoNLL-U file for the Enlish sentence "you will not go because you were my
student". Note that all columns are preserved and only the last column is added, distinguishing content
nodes (in black) from function nodes (in red).

3. Training School Benefits

As a first stage we intend to convert some UD tree-
banks to a morph-syntactic form and write anno-
tation guidelines in the process, this stage should
well over and done by the time of the training school.
The second phase, that will include building of new
treebanks for low-resource languages is the most
crucial benefit of the training school.

The infrastructure and tools needed for the col-
lection from scratch of morpho-syntactic data are
completely unfamiliar to me and the training school
could be a good opportunity to get acquainted with
as many of them as possible and to find the ones
best suited for the needs of the new format, that
deviate from usual dependency parsing data.

Although the annotation process is likely to in-
clude researchers better versed in the targeted lan-
guages, attending the training school will allow me
to better assist with problems with the annotation,
with the tools, or with any unclarities in the guide-
lines.

4. Open Questions

Tools that Handle Features The state of affairs
regarding morphological features, i.e., their per-
ceived marginality and absence from many tree-
banks, is vividly contrasted with the importance
given to features, both morphological and morpho-
syntactical, in this project. As a results, many tools
for annotation, manipulation, or processing of de-
pendency trees completely ignore all features as-
cribed to the nodes.

Therefore, as an open question in the training
school, I would like to explore the tools that are
flexible enough to handle features, mostly for an-
notation and visualization. In case there will be
found none that answer the requirements set by
this project, I would like to explore the options for
adjusting existing tools or even write something
new for this purpose.

Treebanks for Polysynthetic Languages One
of the desiderata for the shared-task is treebanks
in new languages that are poorly treated by the
current schema in UD. These treebanks are likely
to be annotated as morpho-syntactic from the be-
ginning, but ideally we would like these resources
to be available also in a UD form.

To this end I would like to explore the options at
hand when applying the UD schema to languages
with different definitions of words. I am aware
of some works that have done a similar thing for
polysynthetic languages (Tyers and Mishchenkova,
2020; Park et al., 2021) or for agglutinative Turkic
languages (Washington et al., 2024), but I believe
that a more holistic view with our project in mind that
may be more benefitial and may identify where the
morpho-syntactic approach is most needed rather
than try to force these languages into the UD mold.

5. Current State of Affairs

As of April 2024, much progress has already been
done with this project. The schema has been
defined, first in low resolution by a handful of re-
searchers, then in details with an extended discus-
sion group. In addition, the effort to annotate data
for languages with existing UD treebanks is already
underway, as well as the write up of provisional
guidelines. I expect that by July the annotation of
treebanks for new languages, which is the main
purpose of the training school for me, will be imma-
nent. Thus, attending the training school will be as
beneficial as possible.
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